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Disclaimer
 The information in this presentation is for educational purposes only and is not intended to be a 

recommendation to purchase or sell any of the stocks, mutual funds, or other securities that may be 
referenced. The securities of companies referenced or featured in the seminar materials are for illustrative 
purposes only and are not to be considered endorsed or recommended for purchase or sale by 
BetterInvesting® National Association of Investors Corporation (“BI”). The views expressed are those of the 
instructors, commentators, guests and participants, as the case may be, and do not necessarily represent 
those of BetterInvesting. Investors should conduct their own review and analysis of any company of interest 
before making an investment decision.

 Securities discussed may be held by the instructors in their own personal portfolios or in those of their 
clients. BI presenters and volunteers are held to a strict code of conduct that precludes benefiting financially 
from educational presentations or public activities via any BetterInvesting programs, events and/or 
educational sessions in which they participate. Any violation is strictly prohibited and should be reported to 
the CEO of BetterInvesting or the Director of Chapter Relations. 

 This presentation may contain images of websites and products or services not endorsed by 
BetterInvesting. The presenter is not endorsing or promoting the use of these websites, products or 
services. 2



WHAT WE KNOW
THE CURRENT STATE OF THE MARKETS & ECONOMY



The World Turned Upside Down
 Since 2000, we have seen many strange times in markets & 

economy:
 Record economic expansions.
 Record bull markets.
 Epic market meltdowns.
 Global pandemic.
 Failure of banks that were supposed to be “too large to fail.”
 Interest rates at or near 0%.



History Is Happening

 Markets & economy have experienced all of these disruptions 
in past, but never in exact same combinations.

 Every unhappy market is unhappy in its own way.

 Review of current market & economic in context of history can 
help us identify potential future pathways.



THE (U.S.) ECONOMY
CONSUMER CONFIDENCE, RECESSIONS, INFLATION



Understanding the Economic Cycle

 As with market, economy does not always behave predictably in 
near-term.
 Long-term, growing economy supports growth of companies.

 Investors should understand:
 Basics of economic cycles.

 How cycles impact broader stock market, particular sectors & industries, & 
individual companies.

 How cycles do not affect all companies similarly.



Consumers Are Worried About Economy

University of Michigan, University of Michigan: Consumer Sentiment, retrieved from FRED, Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis. 

Consumer confidence up from lows in June but still near all-time lows of 1978, 2008, & 2011.



Should We Be Worried about the Economy?

 Everyone’s talking about inflation.
 Interest rates are heading up.

 Housing sales & mortgage applications seem to be cooling off.

 But….
 Unemployment is falling.

 Housing rentals are stabilizing as newly-built units come to market.

 Commodity prices & freight rates are falling.
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Interest Rates Heading Up, But…
91-Day Treasury Rate is rising, but still much lower than most of last 70 years.

Retrieved from MacroTrends.net



Long-term Rates Are Rising, But…

Retrieved from MacroTrends.net

30-Year Treasury Rate is rising, but still much lower than most of history.



Mortgage Rates are Rising, But…

Retrieved from FRED, Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis. 

30-Year Fixed Mortgage Rates are increasing to levels last seen prior to 2008.



New Housing Sales Declining, But…
One-Family Housing sales ticked up in August despite downtrend, still at healthy levels.

Retrieved from FRED, Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis. 



Rental Housing Market Is Robust
Renter-Occupied Housing Units stable since 2016.

Retrieved from FRED, Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis. 



Unemployment Is Near All-Time Low
Unemployment is now at level of Feb 2020, matching lowest level since 1969.

Retrieved from FRED, Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis. 



Freight Rates Are Declining
Global container freight index now at lowest prices in last 12 months.

Retrieved from Statista.com



Commodity Prices Are Ticking Lower
After increasing from 2020-2021, commodities are pulling back in price.

Retrieved from TradingEconomics.com



Are Economic Conditions Leading to Recession?

U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, Real Gross Domestic Product, retrieved from FRED, Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis. 

Real GDP fell in Q2 2022 after strong post-2020 recovery.



So What’s All This Talk About Recessions?

 Consumer confidence falls during recessions.

 Recessions are normal part of business cycle, where:
 Economy grows (Expansion).

 Expansion reaches Peak.

 Economy contracts (Recession),

 Economy reaches Trough.

 Cycle then repeats.



What Exactly Is a Recession?
 National Bureau of Economic Research (NBER) reviews economic 

indicators & determines when recessions start & end.
 Looks for 3 factors to all be in place:

1. Depth: Significant decline in economic activity

2. Diffusion: Decline is spread across economy.

3. Duration: Decline lasts more than few months.

 Because of duration criteria, NBRE can only officially declare months after 
recession has begun.

 Many economists think we might be in possible recession.



Understanding Long-Term Economic Changes

 Since 1960s:
 Technology & service industries have been expanding.

 Industrials, manufacturing, agriculture have been contracting.

 Since 1980s:
 (Arguably) better management by Fed has managed inflation & growth.

 Globalization allows businesses to keep costs in check (though at some risk).
 Technology & better data collection provides improved forecasting by businesses, 

allowing greater efficiency & matching of supply with demand.

 These shifts support longer expansions & shorter/less severe contractions 
(recessions).



Recessions Shorter & Less Frequent

1925 1930 1935 1940 1945 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 2005 2010 2015 2020

S&P 500

Source: Based on data from National Bureau for Economic Research
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Where Are We in the Business Cycle?
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Economy is likely somewhere in this 
neighborhood:



3 Possible Economic Scenarios

 Narrative produced by news media & pundits is changing almost 
daily, but here are 3 possible scenarios.

1. In mid phase of brief recession: improvement coming soon.

2. In end phase of brief recession: we’ve already seen the worse.

3. In beginning phase of extended recession: much worse conditions 
ahead.



Recessions & Company Fundamentals

 Generally higher costs & less demand from strapped consumers 
& businesses means sales of non-essential goods & services falls 
off, such as for:
 Luxury goods, new cars, heavy equipment, travel, entertainment.

 Companies offering essential goods/services can maintain sales 
& earnings:
 Discount stores, fast food restaurants, healthcare, utilities, grocery 

stores, drug stores.



So What About Inflation?

 Inflation is overall increase in price of goods & services.

 Unchecked inflation can have ripple effect on economy, as workers 
demand higher wages, which in turn causes prices to rise.

 Consumers don’t generally see differences in levels of inflation—
goods are either priced “normally” or they are “high.”

 2022 has seen significant price increases throughout economy, thus 
driving consumer concerns.



Unusual Times for Core Inflation 

1980s: Last time 
inflation regularly 

exceeded 3%.

4 decades of low inflation mean consumers today have no experience with rising prices.

Source: Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas, Trimmed Mean PCE Inflation Rate, retrieved from FRED, Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis



Or Is “Inflation” Not What It Appears?
 Robert Reich (former Secretary of Labor): “Memo to the Fed: 

Your rate hikes aren't slowing inflation because inflation is 
coming from big corporations using the cover of inflation 
to increase their prices more than their costs.”

 2021 was most profitable year for American corporations since 
1950.

 Over half of increased prices consumers are paying now in 
nonfinancial sectors are coming from increased corporate 
profits.



Corporate Profit Margins Highest Since 1950



Consider This “Struggling” Energy Company

Exxon Mobil (XOM) % Pre-Tax Profit on Sales Q4 2014 to Q2 2022



THE (U.S.) MARKETS
STOCKS IN THE LONG RUN



YTD Small vs. Large vs. International (as of 8/24/2022)

Source: finance.yahoo.com    
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Year-to-Date Performance Trends

 It’s a bear of a market.

 US & global developed markets have tracked each other unusually 
closely so far in 2022.

 Small-caps led pack when market declined, but also led when 
market turned upward (typical bear market/correction behavior).

 Global markets followed US markets in 1st half of 2022, then led 
further declines.
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Small vs. Large vs. International (2002-2022)

Source: finance.yahoo.com    
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S&P 500 P/E Ratio

P/Es remain high relative to long-term history, 
but low relative to much of last 20 years.

Source: multpl.com



S&P 500 Historical Earnings

Fundamentals remain strong as large U.S. 
companies are making more money than ever.

Source: multpl.com



S&P 500 Historical Sales per Share

Sales at large companies grew faster than 
usual in 2021 & 2022 to date.

Source: multpl.com



10 Year Treasury Rate

Treasuries edging up, but may not be enough 
to tempt investors away from stocks.

Source: multpl.com



S&P 500 Dividend Yield

Companies today would rather 
buy back shares than commit 
capital to paying dividends.

Source: multpl.com



The Economy & the Stock Market

 Recessions & bear markets do not always go hand-in-hand.

 Understand how economic slowdowns impact companies in 
which you are investing.

 Nothing in present economic outlook shifts our fundamental 
belief that bear markets are opportunities for long-term 
investors.
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QUESTIONS?



STOCK MARKET TACTICS FOR A 
DESTABILIZED WORLD



1. Remember Law of Supply & Demand
 Stock valuations are driven by supply & demand in both bull & bear.

 Interest rates, economic indicators, market sentiment, fundamental performance, 
fear all drive investor behavior.

 With yields & interest rates low, demand for equities was boosted to 
record high levels.
 As yields & rates rise, some investors will pull out of equities, reducing demand & 

driving stock prices down.

 This does not indicate fundamental problems with individual companies.
 Instead of thinking “how low are stock prices”, reframe as “how low is 

demand for stocks.”
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2. Don’t Be Distracted by Short-Term

 In short-term, many drivers of market are not rational.

 In long-term, earnings growth always wins out.

 Sound fundamentals always (eventually) beat behaviors driven 
by panic.

 Bull markets drives stock prices into overvaluation territory, 
often irrationally.

 Occasional corrections can be healthy.
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3. Wait for Recovery with Confidence

 Focus on coming good times—over long-term, market is always
bullish.

 Your investing timeframe should extend past any bear market.
 Any sustained bear market or recession will have ended by 2027 (5 years 

from now).
 Market & economy will have reached new highs by then.

 No bear market has continued forever
 In history, average bear is 10 months, occurring every 3.4 years.
 Recent bear markets have happened less frequently.



4. Market Sell-Offs Are Opportunities

 As prices fall, many investors will panic & sell, creating or 
exacerbating bear market.

 However, this drives prices further into undervaluation territory.

 As stocks drop into fair valuation range & below, opportunities 
are created for long-term oriented investors.

 Buy stocks, not the market.

 Seek out best values for higher-quality companies.



5.  Avoid Meme Stocks, Crypto, FOMO Fads

 No matter how excited others are about a stock…

 No matter how afraid you are of missing out…

 No matter how much you “believe” a stock will be a winner…

 Exhibit restraint & just say no to arcane & speculative 
“investments.”



6. Challenge & Constantly Upgrade Portfolio

Use cash to invest regularly during bear markets.

 If you don’t have cash to invest, focus on upgrading 
current holdings:

 Swap companies to upgrade current holdings with higher 
quality/higher total return candidates.

 Weed out fundamental underperformers & laggards.



7. Manage Volatility to Your Advantage

 Use market corrections to clean up portfolio.

 Sell depreciated securities to capture capital losses to offset gains.

 Protect large unrealized gains with stops or TSLOs.

 Deploy available cash to improve portfolio quality & return.

 Consider replacement of companies that linger in “expensive” 
valuation ranges with those more attractively priced.
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8. Improve Defensive Exposure

 Seek opportunities in healthcare, utilities, & consumer defensive 
industries if you have cash to spare.

 Don’t “move to cash” or try to time exit/entry out of/into stocks.
 Risk of being wrong far, far outweighs potential returns if successful at 

guessing market’s direction.

 Buying puts or inverse ETFs are only for very experienced 
investors.
 Don’t be tempted to “do something” because you’re impatient.



9. Make & Maintain a Watch List

 Develop personal wishlist of stocks that you’d like to own if 
price was right.

 Use screening tools to find candidates that are good, well-
managed companies but are too pricey.

 In bear market, use this wishlist to quickly find opportunities.
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10. Maintain Your Focus on Fundamentals

 We hold this truth to be self evident: companies that grow their 
EPS over time will see their share prices grow over time.

 Focus on higher-quality companies relative to peers.

 Avoid buying stocks solely due to near-term catalysts unless you 
have plan to mitigate volatility.

 Be prepared for sudden market reversals, but know that they may 
only be temporary.

 Maintain plan & stay the course.



11. Make Micro-Adjustments to Portfolio

 Bump up exposure to companies in industries that benefit from 
inflation/higher interest rates:
 Banking, Insurance, Consumer staples, Energy, Gold mining, Utilities, 

Healthcare.

 Bump up exposure to companies paying higher dividend yields.

 For “Set it & forget it” portfolios, look to price-depressed but 
high quality housing, RVs, building materials, construction, 
semiconductor stocks.



WHAT COMES NEXT?



We Invest in Stocks, not the Market

 Well-managed companies always grow.
 Capital appreciation will follow in time.

 Growth companies often stand out in recessions & bear markets.

 Remember advantages of stock investing:
 Attention to quality & valuation means you can shift resources from 

company to company:
 At market peak (reducing overvalued holdings), and

 At bottom (upgrading to higher quality/higher total return stocks at lower valuations).
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Selecting Stocks in Times of Turmoil

 History suggests challenging markets are best time to enter 
market.

 Deploy additional cash (if possible) to be buyer of underpriced 
stocks.

 Dollar-cost average or baby-step into undervalued companies if 
you’re skittish.



Strategies for Right Now

Don’t shy from market – when market turns up, it will 
likely happen quickly.

Remain fully invested in equities.

Watch valuations closely in new purchases.
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COMPANIES TO CONSIDER



TBD



Final Thoughts & Questions



About Our Newsletters

Investor Advisory Service
 Started in 1973.
 Recommends long-term stock 

picks (small, mid, large).
 #1 stock newsletter in 2021.
 Named to Hulbert Investment 

Newsletter Honor Roll for last 12 
years for long-term 
outperformance in both bull & 
bear markets.

SmallCap Informer
 Started in 2012.
 Recommends long-term-oriented smaller 

company stocks.
 Provides monthly follow-ups & sale 

recommendations.
 Array of online tools for more insights on 

covered companies
 Regularly outperforms S&P SmallCap 600.
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Need More Stock Advice?
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Visit www.investoradvisoryservice.com
& use promo code DOUGSDEAL to save 
on subscription.

Visit www.smallcapinformer.com
& use promo code DOUGSDEAL to save on 
subscription.



SmallCap Informer Newsletter Performance



IAS Newsletter Performance



Any Questions?

For information on ICLUBcentral’s 
newsletters & tools, visit www.iclub.com. 

Email me at gerlach@iclub.com (if you 
subscribe today, mention this presentation in 
your message & I’ll extend your subscription 

by 3 issues).
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